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Details of Visit:

Author: phillipo
Location 2: Warwick Avenue
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 16 Jul 2011 19.00
Duration of Visit: 30
Amount Paid: 70
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Kiss Kiss Massage
Website: http://www.kisskissmassage.co.uk
Phone: 07598186205

The Premises:

I drove my car to KKM, which I don?t usually do, and parked outside on the road. Afterwards I
decided maybe there will be a chapter in my ? yet to be written - punting book on how to keep a low
profile while indulging in these pleasures. Parking directly outside the establishment in broad
daylight might be identified as unwise? Other things that fall into this category include:

1. Descending the stairs to the entrance two at a time, banging on the door, saying ?Hurry up, I?m
about to explode!?
2.Shouting ?Thanks for all the great sex, girls!? while exiting.
3.Doing up trouser buttons/belts in the street, afterwards, while smoking.
4.Leaning against parked cars, with a red face, muttering ?f*** me, that was a tidy shag?.

I?ve done none of the things on this list, BTW. Actually, I have done one of them. Guess which one.

(The book will probably be called ?A Punters Life ? in search of Blow Jobs and Complimentary
Cigarettes?. What else could it possibly be called?)

The Lady:

Siana was a recommendation from my punting ?mentor?, Saskia. Indeed, she fits the bill exactly. I
love a slim, smiley, friendly girl, who comes across as a little bit shy (ie not brash), with the hint of
something going on behind the eyes. and - forgive the prosaic add on - she has sensational nipples.

The Story:

Siana isn't one of these sexual juggernauts in the bedroom, rolling out every cheesy trick in the WG
book - we just did the usual, which suits me fine. She?s very sweet. Though kissing would have
been an extra ?20. Ouch. That?s tricky. I like a good, cheap snog.

My big problem now is that because I?m only doing this once every two or three weeks, as
previously reported, I?m fighting the urge to come as soon as the underpants are hanging off the
lampshade. Perhaps the answer is to ?relieve the pressure? before the visit. Maybe in the car when
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parked outside? I must remember to add this to the list. (See above)
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